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20 Years of THE DOT
20 Ideas to Celebrate

Throw a birthday
party! Bake a round

dot cake and
decorate it with 20
candles. Can you

write your own Happy
Birthday DOT Song? 

Dot Attire. Dress in
dots or even create
dot shirts with fabric

markers. 

Make a 3D Dot.
Download the

Quivervision app and
Dot Day template and

make your mark
move! Start a Sidewalk Rock

Caterpillar. Paint a
rock with encouraging
words and line it up on

the sidewalk. Then
invite others to add
their painted rock to

the caterpillar. 

Read The Dot. There
are many ways to

share the story. Set up
a Dot Day storytime in
the library or create a
community video of

different people
reading The Dot. 

How will you make
your mark? Write how

you will make a
difference in your
home, school, or

community and then
dot up the paper.

20 Dots. Encourage
your community
(school, library or
town) to create 20

signed dots and post
them around the town
for everyone to enjoy. 

Wearable Dots.
Create a Dot Day

bracelet with
different color

beads. 

Dots on film. Film
your version of

The Dot and share
with the world. 

How many DOTS are
in the box? Open a
box of Candy DOTS
and count what is

inside. What can you
do with the DOTS?

Using toothpicks can
you make a strong
tower or a bridge?

Decorate a blank
piece of paper with

20 dots. Fill the page
with dots of all shapes,
colors and sizes. Don’t

forget to sign it! 

Mail a dot. Write an
encouraging letter
to someone on dot
stationery that you

created.

Dot Gallery.
Celebrate dots by
creating a student
gallery of dots in a
classroom or the

hallway of the
school.

Chalk Dots. Fill
the sidewalk or

driveway with 20
chalk dots.

Create a Dot Dance.
There are many ways

to move. Pick your
favorite song and

record a Dot Dance
music video.

Share a Story. Visit
your local senior

center and interview a
senior or how they

made their mark in the
world or encouraged

another person.

Spot the dot. Explore
the classroom, library,
or community for dots.

Snap a photo and
create a dot collage. 

Community Service
Dots. One way to

make your mark is to
help your community.
Select a community
service project to do

on Dot Day.

Dot Time Capsule. 
Fill a time capsule with

important moments
from this Dot Day that
will be opened in 20

years! 

Sign up for
International Dot Day!
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